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A Checklist of George MacDonald Books Published in
America, 1855-1930

M

Richard I. Johnson

any of George MacDonald’s books were published in the US
as well as in the United Kingdom. Bulloch and Shaberman’s bibliographies
only provide scanty details of these; the purpose of this article is to provide
a more accurate and comprehensive list. Its purpose is to identify each
publisher involved, the titles that each of them published, the series (where
applicable) within which the title was placed, the date of publication, the
number of pages, and the price. It is helpful to look at each of these in more
detail.
Publishers
About 50 publishers were involved in publishing GMD books prior
to 1930, although about half of these only published one title. They were
nearly all based in one of the four main book publishing centres: New York,
Chicago, Boston, and Philadelphia. Some of these publishers had a proper
contract with GMD and were publishing “authorised” editions; others were
simply taking advantage of the lack of any international copyright law
prior to 1891 and were publishing cheap, unauthorised copies. This piracy,
unfortunately, also had the knock-on effect of reducing what the legitimate
publishing houses could afford to pay authors; thus, GMD writes to Mrs.
William Cowper-Temple in 1878: “I am able to work more steadily than ever
I did . . . and so shall be enabled to make up for the loss which my increasing
popularity in America brings me. That sounds strange—but it is simply so:
where I used always to get £300, I get now—for this book I am writing, only
£110—because they have begun—pirates, that is to publish my books at 20
cents or so” (Sadler 283-84).
Titles Published
Usually, it is clear which titles were published by each publisher.
Copies of the physical books themselves (or digitised versions) most
obviously provide certainty, and the sources listed below give considerable
help in identifying others.
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However, such sources are not infallible. For example, The United
States Catalog: Books in Print, 1899 lists “Malcolm” as being in print in
1899 from 4 different publishing houses: Routledge, Lothrop, Harper, and
Lippincott. There is no problem with three of these, but I can find no other
evidence that Harper ever published this title. All Harper’s other GMD titles
were published within a year or so of their appearance in the UK, but there
is no mention of Malcolm in any of their regular advertisements in 1874-75.
In addition, there are no copies listed on Worldcat or elsewhere. In this case I
have assumed (provisionally!) that the Catalog is in error.
To take another example, Shaberman, following Bulloch, suggests
that Lippincott published an “authorised edition” of Mary Marston in
1881; but if this was the case, no trace of such an edition appears in The
Publisher’s Weekly or in The American Booksellers Guide for that year,
nor in Lippincott’s catalogues, nor elsewhere. In fact, it was Appleton who
published an edition in 1881, which Bulloch does not mention at all, and
Shaberman, having discovered the Appleton edition, then included both. I
have assumed that in this case Bulloch mistakenly wrote “Lippincott” instead
of “Appleton” and that Lippincott never published this title—but if anyone
has a copy, do let me know!
Series

Harper was one of the first publishers to issue books in series,
beginning its “Library of Select Novels” in 1830. This had a rather faltering
beginning, and it only ran for 38 volumes until 1834. But in 1842, the series
was restarted and then flourished for 40 years, and it included over 600 titles.
Publishers quickly saw the commercial advantage of placing books in series,
often with matching covers that appealed to their purchasers. Furthermore,
numbering and dating the “books” in their series also enabled the “cheap
reprint” publishing houses to argue that their publications were magazines
rather than books, and this allowed them to qualify for cheap postage.
Several points should be borne in mind:
• some series had a specific number of titles (e.g., Sir John
Lubbock’s “One Hundred Best Books,” published by Routledge);
others continued indefinitely (such as Munro’s Seaside Library
Pocket Edition, which ran to well over 2000 titles.)
•

sometimes (but not always) the books in a series were numbered
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(usually chronologically, according to the date of publication, but
sometimes alphabetically if a publisher was producing a series
with a set number of books).
•

sometimes a book was only included in a series in a later reprint,
rather than when it was first published; for example, Lippincott’s
1907 edition of The Princess and the Goblin was later (perhaps
about 1914) included in their series Stories All Children Love.

•

for marketing purposes, a book might be included in more than
one series; for example, Lothrop’s edition of A Double Story
(1876) was later included in the Little Mother Series (1881),
the Merry Christmas Library (1883), and the Child Life Series
(1888).

•

the series was not always mentioned on the book itself, and
sometimes it is only possible to know that it was placed in a
series from publishers’ advertisements or catalogues. Sometimes
a series name (such as Macmillan’s Children’s Classics) only
appeared on the dust jacket.

Date of Publication
This is usually the hardest detail to be certain of. Frequently
publishers did not put a publication date on the book itself, and even
when they did, it can be misleading. For example, later reprints of a book
sometimes have only the original copyright date written on the title page or
its verso.
In addition, a book published towards the end of a year would often
have the following year’s date. In this connection it is worth reflecting on
the comment of Greville MacDonald, in the (1935) added addendum to his
book Reminiscences of a Specialist (Allen and Unwin, 1932). He quotes a
letter from his father to John Ruskin, dated 30 May 1875, a few days after the
death of Rose La Touche. After the main letter, GMD adds a PS: “I have just
bethought me of the enclosed. Perhaps I may have sent you a copy before.
They are the fruit of bereavement in one of the loveliest thinkers of last
century. I have spent immense labour on their English dress-extending over
more than 20 years-because I love them so much.” Greville comments, “The
book referred to must have been ‘Exotics’ . . . Its imprint never-the-less is
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given as 1876; but it was a frequent custom then for a publisher to anticipate
by a year such a date. An earlier and privately published version of these
‘Spiritual Songs,’ done at Arundel in 1851, had been so far improved, and
some faulty rhymes rectified, that I do not think that my father would have
now, in 1875, sent these less perfect versions.” As it happens, I think Greville
is mistaken; I have seen no reviews of Exotics prior to April 1876, and from
these it is clear that the book had only just been published. GMD is far more
likely to have enclosed the 1873 edition of the Spiritual Songs [of Novalis]
mentioned by Shaberman (52), which GMD had sent to various friends at
Christmas of that year, which Greville seems unaware of. Being only eight
pages it would be easy to “enclose” with the letter, and after a period of
eighteen months he may well have forgotten whether he had previously sent
a copy to Ruskin. Despite this, Greville’s comment that “it was a frequent
custom then for a publisher to anticipate by a year such a date” still stands as
a warning not to always accept a date at face value; although my impression
is that the following year’s date is only likely to appear on books published
very much towards the end of a year.
However, it is worth noting that a book published around the turn
of the year is far more likely to have been published in December than in
January, presumably in order to capture the Christmas market. For UK
books, the British Library have the following graph showing the months in
which books were published from 1880-1900, but it is unlikely to have been
significantly different in the US.

[http://www.bl.uk/collections/early/victorian/pu_intro.html]
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In this list, I have tried to indicate as accurately as possible when a
book was published. Most of the dates come from adverts and lists in The
Publisher’s Weekly (PW), The American Bookseller (AB) or similar journals
(see below). Each issue of the PW included a “Weekly Record of New
Publications,” later combined into a monthly and annual cumulative list. The
actual month mentioned may not always be accurate. Information received
from publishers may sometimes be delayed, and a book listed at the start of
the month may actually have been released at the end of the preceding month.
For most purposes, though, it does provide a useful approximation.
Of course, not all publishers sent details of new titles to these
journals, and if the book is not listed by them, and has no date printed on it,
other methods have to be used to try to reduce the scope of the uncertainty.
This is especially applicable to reprints, which were rarely listed in the
journals. These methods would include:
a) Changes to the name of a publisher. For example, it might
be helpful to know that Lothrop used the name “D Lothrop and
Company” from 1868-1887; “D. Lothrop Company” from 18871895; and “Lothrop Publishing Company” from 1895-1904. For
each publisher, I have endeavoured to give the more relevant of these
changes, although the precise date of the changeover in name is not
always known for certain.
b) Changes to the address. For all sorts of reasons, some publishers
moved address surprisingly frequently. A. L. Burt, for example,
after a series of previous addresses, had four changes of address
from 1890 to 1914, the period during which his GMD volumes were
published (see below for details). This can be helpful if a publisher
has included their address on the title page or on a catalogue bound at
the back. Again, for the more important publishers I have given a list
of the relevant changes.
c) The position in a series. If books in a numbered series were issued
fairly regularly, and if you know the starting date of the series, it
is not difficult to work out an approximate date of publication. It
becomes much harder with an unnumbered series, such as Burt’s
Home Library, which began in 1891, and which had over 400 titles
by the end of the century. He did, however, list the available volumes
(unfortunately in alphabetical rather than chronological order) in
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various advertisements through the 1890s. This can give a rough
guide as to when a title appeared in the series; for example, Donal
Grant does not appear in Burt’s advert which lists “150 titles,” but
does appear in the advert for “250 titles,” thus narrowing the gap
within which it must have been published.
d) Publisher’s adverts or catalogues within the book can help.
For example, Routledge’s novels often have a list of “George
MacDonald’s Writings” somewhere in the prelims. Those that list 18
novels must have been printed between Oct. 1882 and Sept. 1883;
in other words, they were printed between the time when the book
was first published and the time when a 19th volume was added.
Catalogues (often bound at the back of a book) are sometimes
dated; if not, the titles included in the catalogue can sometimes be
independently dated.
e) Inscriptions by purchasers; if one is fortunate, this might provide a
terminus ad quem for a publication date.
f) Sometimes a change of cover design, or a change in the quality
of the paper, might indicate a later edition; but neither help in the
actual dating unless the date can be established by methods already
mentioned.
Number of pages
Where possible, I have included the number of pages (excluding
publisher’s adverts). This can help to identify if a title published by more than
one publisher was from the same plates, and also might indicate the “type” of
publication. Thus, David Elginbrod, which had eleven American publishers,
had 459 pages when published by Loring (1879), Routledge (1882), Lothrop
(1882), and McKay (by 1911); 426 pages in editions from c1895-1905 (Estes
and Lauriat; Lovell, Coryell; Fenno; Coates; Burt; and Winston) and 76 pages
when published by Munro (1879).
Interpreting such data is not always easy. However, it is clear that
Loring published the first American edition in 1869. In 1881, he was declared
bankrupt, and in the “Fall Trade Sale” of that year he sold the plates of the
novel to Routledge. Routledge (in New York) had some sort of agreement
with Lothrop (in Boston), and they often shared the same plates. Both
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published a copy in 1882. In 1903, the Routledge stock was taken over
by David McKay. The much smaller number of pages in Munro’s edition
was because Munro’s Seaside Library was printed in small print with three
columns on each page, in order to be sold more cheaply. So far, so good; but
the relationship between the other six is a lot harder to untangle, especially as
it is not easy to be precise about their dating. We do know that when Coates
retired in 1904 his stock was purchased by Winston, but clearly there was a
lot more sharing of plates between the “cheap reprint” publishers than we
might have expected, even after the 1891 International Copyright Law.
Price
Where possible, I have included the price of the volume when first published,
usually from contemporary adverts. This gives an idea of the quality of the
publication; as a very rough guide, books at 10-20¢ were cheap reprints, such
as those in The Seaside Library; books at 50¢ or so were bound in paper; and
books at $1 or more were usually bound in cloth. However, each case needs
to be looked at individually. Two prices indicate that the book was available
in both cloth and paper covered editions. I have not noted variations in the
price over time.
Scope of List
I have not included simple reprints in the list, as in the majority of
cases, the information is just not available. Dating reprints can usually only
be done on a case by case basis using the criteria above.
I have limited the list to books published prior to 1930. For half a
century after 1925, no GMD books were published in the US other than his
children’s stories and an abridged version of Sir Gibbie in 1963. Garland
published 4 novels in 1975, but it was only in the 1980s that there was a
significant series of reprints by Sunrise Books and by Johannesen, as well
as new, abridged editions edited by Michael Phillips (published by Bethany
House), Dan Hamilton (published by Victor Books), and more recently again
by Michael Phillips (The Cullen Collection). Information about these modern
reprints can easily be found elsewhere.
Major Sources of Information
Other than critically using Bulloch and Shaberman as a starting point,
virtually all the research for this article has been done on the internet, mostly
during a period when many libraries were shut due to the pandemic!
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The Hathitrust and Internet Archive websites have digitised copies
of many of the more common editions of GMD’s books, as well as (usually
incomplete) runs of these journals:
The Publishers Trade List Annual [PTLA] (from 1873; it was called
the Uniform Trade List Annual in its first year) combined catalogues
from many publishers into one volume each year. There are online
copies for 1876-1877, 1879-1884, 1887-1888, 1898-1899, 1905, and
1917-1918. A good deal more information could be added to this list
if other years were available.
The Publishers’ Weekly [PW] (from 1872) (named the Publishers’
and Stationers’ Weekly Trade Circular [PSWTC] in its first year) is
available online from 1872-1922. This followed on from three earlier
journals:
Norton’s Literary Gazette and Publishers’ Circular (18521855)
The American Publishers’ Circular and Literary Gazette
[APCLG] (1855-1863)
The American Literary Gazette and Publishers’ Circular
[ALGPC] (1863-1871)
Other journals providing supplementary information include:
The American Booksellers Guide (1869-1875)
The American Bookseller (1876-1893)
The Bookseller, Newsdealer and Stationer (1894-)
The (Annual) American Catalogue (1861-1871, 1876-1910)
The Literary News: A Monthly Journal of Current Literature
(1880-1904)
The Cumulative Book Index (1898-1922) (with slight
variations in the title);
The United States Catalogue: Books in Print (1899, 19021905)
Further details of potential sources of information can be found in
Growell; and further information about the publishing houses can be found in
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the Dictionary of Literary Biography: Volume 49 [DLB].
Sid Huttner’s LUCILE Project website, dedicated to listing the
different editions of Owen Meredith’s novel of that name, also gives useful
information about relevant publishers and series; this can be helpful when
GMD titles appeared in the same series. He also includes lists of useful
resources and articles about the background of the PTLA and the PW.
Library catalogues, such as Worldcat, can be useful if used with
caution. However, it is quite obvious that the date of publication in many
catalogue entries is little more than a hopeful guess.
An “[H]” or “[IA]” at the end of a listing indicates that a copy of the
book (either the first edition or a reprint) can be seen on the Hathitrust or
Internet Archive websites; “[-]” indicates that, at the time of writing, neither
of them have a copy.
Many thanks to Anna Assogba (Harvard), for sending me a scan of an
unusual edition of David Elginbrod!
I would be very grateful to receive any information about errors or
omissions from readers (my email is richard@qohelethresources.co.uk).
Alden Publishing Company (New York and Chicago)
John B. Alden began publishing (as “The American Book Exchange”) in
1879, although this “went into receivership in December 1881” (DLB 6). He
began the Alden Publishing Company in 1883, and after a rather chequered
career, he retired in 1908. “Few men have been more heartily disliked for
their publishing activities by American publishers and booksellers than was
John B. Alden . . . who sought to provide good literature for the masses at the
lowest possible price, and actually sold it to them at prices lower than the cost
of production” (Shove 87-88).
He published one GMD book:
1888		
		

Home Again
(72p) (50¢) [-]

Typically, Alden’s July 1888 catalogue states: “Price reduced from
50¢ (in paper) to 6¢., in paper; post-paid; or cloth, 15¢; post 4¢.”
American News Company (New York)
The American News Company was formed in 1864 to distribute periodicals
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and newspapers, and, later, cheap reprint libraries such as Munro’s Seaside
Library. It occasionally published books under its own imprint. The 1898
PTLA lists three GMD titles, but it is unclear whether they were acting as
a distributor or publisher in this instance. I have seen no other evidence for
these editions.
c1898		
The Portent (The Favorite Series)
		(10¢) [-]
c1898		
Home Again (The Crown Series)
		(25¢) [-]
c1898		
Donal Grant (The Crown Series)
		(25¢) [-]
American Sunday-School Union (Philadelphia)
= Union Press
The Philadelphia Sunday and Adult School Union was founded in 1817,
changing its name to American Sunday-School Union (ASSU) in 1824. From
1857-1907 its headquarters were at 1122 Chestnut Street, after which they
moved to 1816 Chestnut Street. They published one GMD title:
Aug. 1903
		

The History of Gutta Percha Willie, the Working Genius
(286p) (40¢) [-]

D. Appleton and Co. (New York)
Founded by Daniel Appleton in 1831, it was taken over by his sons in 1848.
From 1888 their Town and Country Library was an important series: “In
1888 Appletons began publication of their paper-covered Town and Country
Library . . . selling at fifty cents a volume. A new title was added every two
weeks so that the low rate of postage would apply. The Town and Country
Library, one of the best of the paper-covered series, was well-selected and
considering the price admirable from the standpoint of printing and general
make-up” (Shove 119).
Their relevant addresses are:
1880-1894:
1, 3 and 5 Bond Street
1894-1901:
72 Fifth Avenue
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1902-1906:
1907-:		

436-438 Fifth Avenue
29-35 W. 32d Street

They published five GMD titles:
Jan. 1881
		

Mary Marston (“from advance sheets”)
(467p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Jan. 1888
		

Home Again (“Authorized Edition”)
(iv, 313p) (75¢ / 50¢) [-]

15 Aug. 1888 The Elect Lady (Town and Country Library 11) (“Authorised
		Edition”)
		
(vi, 345p) (75¢ / 50¢) [H]
Dec. 1891
		

The Flight of the Shadow (Town and Country Library 85)
(297p) ($1.00 / 50¢) [H/IA]

July 1892
		

The Hope of the Gospel
(iv, 242p) ($1.25 / $1.00) [-]

Barse and Hopkins (New York)
The firm was founded in 1909 by William J. Barse and John H. Hopkins.
They published one gift-edition GMD title:
Sept. 1913
		

Far Above Rubies (Biltmore series)
(183p) (vellum, boxed; 50¢) [-]

Belford, Clarke & Co. (Chicago)
Founded in 1875 by Alexander Belford and James Clarke, “Belford, Clarke
and Company, by a pernicious system of price-cutting, probably did more to
disorganize and demoralize the book trade in this country during the 1880’s
than did any other publishing firm” (Shove 82). He “outraged the established
publishing community with what were then unorthodox bookselling tactics . .
. He opened bookstalls in department stores . . . selling pirated reprints at cut
rates” (DLB 47). They published two GMD titles:
Fall 1881

Wilfrid Cumbermede
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(iv, 449p) ($1.00 / 50¢) [-]

1884		
“The Light Princess” (included in Half Hours with Great
		Story Tellers (Caxton Edition))
		
(p107-186 out of 206p) [-]
by Apr. 1888
		

Wilfrid Cumbermede (Caxton Edition)
(iv, 449p) (75¢) [H]

Ira Bradley and Co. (Boston)
Ira Bradley began publishing c1876. In 1877, he took over stock from
the bankrupt Henry Hoyt and continued to publish the one title Hoyt had
published:
c1877		
		

Gutta-Percha Willie, The Working Genius
(iv, 286p) ($1.25) [-]
In the 1898 PTLA, this volume was included in “The
Episcopal Library No 12” (50 vols for $25).

A. L. Burt Company (New York)
The company was founded by Albert Levi Burt in 1883. He became famous
for his “Home Library” series, begun in 1890, which included six GMD
titles. Several of these, as well as GMD’s children’s stories, were also
published in other series. In 1937 the company was sold to Blue Ribbon
Books.
Books published up to 1902 (including David Elginbrod) have “A. L. Burt,
Publisher” on the title page; subsequent reprints have “A. L. Burt Company,
Publishers.” The following addresses may be useful in identifying when
books or catalogues were published:
Jun. 1890-1896		
1896-Apr. 1899		
Apr. 1899-1914		
1914-1937 		

66 Reade Street
97-101 Reade Street
52-58 Duane Street
114-120 East 23rd St.

Burt published the following GMD books. It is hard to provide a
more accurate date for these as these were rarely listed in the trade journals,
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and copies of the PTLA for most of the 1890s are not available online.
Home Library Series
1893-94
		

Donal Grant (Home Library series)
(ii, 443p) ($1.00) [H/IA]

1893-94
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Home Library series)
(382p) ($1.00) [-]

1894-96
		

Sir Gibbie (Home Library series)
(iv, 448p) ($1.00) [H/IA]

1896-97
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind (Home Library series)
(“with illustrations by George S. Graves”)
(v, 371p) ($1.00) [H]

1896-98
		

Marquis of Lossie (Home Library series)
(iv, 444p) ($1.00) [H]

May 1902
		

David Elginbrod (Home Library series)
(426p) ($1.00) [-]
Other series

c1895		
		

At the Back of the North Wind (Fireside Series for Girls)
(vi, 371p) ($1.00) [-]

c1895		
The Princess and the Goblin (Burt’s Juvenile Classics for
		Young People)
		($1) [-]
c1895		
		

Donal Grant (Manhattan Library 47)
(ii, 443p) (25¢) [-]

c1898		
		

Sir Gibbie (Montauk Library)
(iv, 448p) ($1.00) [-]
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c1899		
The Princess and the Goblin (Wellesley Series for Girls)
		(75¢) [-]
Oct. 1899
		

The Princess and the Goblin (Little Women Series)
(345p) (75¢) [-]

Aug. 1900
		

The Princess and Curdie (Little Men Series)
(iv, 302p) (75¢) [-]

1903		
		

David Elginbrod (Cornell Series)
(426p) (50¢) [-]

June 1904
		

A Rough Shaking (Rugby Series)
(384p) (75¢) [-]

July 1905
		

“The Light Princess” (St Nicholas Series)
(284p) (75¢) [-]

by 1917		
“The Light Princess” (Wellesley Series for Girls)
		(50¢) [-]
by 1917		
The Princess and Curdie (Wellesley Series for Girls)
		(50¢) [-]
by 1917		
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Cornell Series)
(382p) (50¢) [-]

H.M. Caldwell Co. (Boston)
This firm, specializing in well-bound reprints, was founded by Herbert
M. Caldwell in April 1896. In 1910, Dana Estes and Company bought a
controlling interest, until the firm was sold to the Page Company in April
1914.
Four GMD titles were published, identical with the UK Blackie editions of
1911-12:
Sept. 1911

At the Back of the North Wind
(“with twelve full-page illustrations in colour [by Frank
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Dec. 1911

		
Dec. 1911

		
Aug. 1912
		

Papé], and seventy-six text illustrations in black-and-white
[by Arthur Hughes]”)
([viii], 391p) ($1.50) [-]
The Princess and the Goblin
(“with twelve full-page illustrations in colour [by Helen
Stratton], and thirty text illustrations in black-and-white [by
Arthur Hughes]”)
([viii], 308p) ($1.50) [-]
Ranald Bannerman’s Boyhood
(“with twelve full-page illustrations in colour [by M.H.
Wheelhouse], and thirty-six illustrations in black-and-white
[by Arthur Hughes]”)
([viii], 335p) ($1.50) [-]
The Princess and Curdie
(“with twelve full-page illustrations in colour and twentynine text illustrations in black-and-white by Helen Stratton”)
([viii], 320p) ($1.50) [-]

G. W. Carleton and Co. (New York)
Founded (as Rudd and Carleton) in 1857, George Washington Carleton took
sole control in 1861. The following title was listed as being “in press” in
adverts on 1st and 15th June 1866, but was not mentioned in any later adverts
and may never have been published:
June 1866
Alec Forbes of Howglen
		[-]
Henry T. Coates and Co. (Philadelphia)
Henry Troth Coates joined the firm of [Charles H.] Davis and [Robert] Porter
Co. in 1866. After their retirement, on 31 July 1895 the firm was renamed
“Henry T. Coates and Co.”. When Coates retired in Nov. 1904, the company
was purchased by John C. Winston.
Coates published one GMD title:
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mid 1897:
		

David Elginbrod (The Laurel Library)
(426p) (75¢) [-]
“the series is uniformly bound in fine English cloth, dark
olive in colour, with slightly trimmed edges and gilt tops.”
An advert in June 1897 announces that the series is “in
preparation.”

late 1901
		

David Elginbrod (New Alta Library)
(426p) (75¢) [-]
“the series will be bound in Ribbed Cloth, flat back, with
head bands and burnished gilt tops. Each book wrapped in a
printed paper jacket.”

David C. Cook Publishing Co. (Chicago)
David Caleb Cook founded the firm in 1875 with the aim of providing “the
best, cheapest and most complete Sunday school Library in the world” (DLB
p102). In Apr. 1898 they began publishing the “New Sabbath Library” in
paperback each month, which comprised “New Editions of Famous Books
at 5¢ per copy” (PW 14 Oct. 1899). “A Double Story” was published in Feb.
1899. (Note that the actual story only takes 72 pages. On p73-75 there is a
short article about GMD by Alice L. Griggs entitled “A Lover of Children.”
p76-96 comprise 5 miscellaneous articles of no relevance to GMD studies.).
The book was later published in hardback, with at least two different cover
designs.
Feb. 1899

A Double Story (New Sabbath Library Vol 1 No 11)
(96p) (5¢) [hb on IA]

Thomas Y. Crowell and Co. (New York)
Thomas Y. Crowell (1836-1915) was the manager of a bookbindery. On 18
Dec. 1875 he placed this notice in the PW: “The undersigned hereby gives
notice that he has purchased the stock in trade and stereotype plates of books
heretofore published by Warren and Wyman, and will continue the business
of publishing and bookselling at No. 744 Broadway, New-York.’ This began
his career as a publisher. His first GMD title was a small booklet from Warren
and Wyman’s stock; many years later he added several other titles. His
various addresses were as follows:
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1876-1881
1881-1893
1893-1900
1900-1926
1926-		

744 Broadway
13 Astor Place (Clinton Hall)
46 East 14th Street
426-428 West Broadway
27th Street and 393 4th Avenue

1877		
		

“Cure for Thought Taking”
(46p) (50¢) [-]

c1903		
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Waldorf Series)
(382p) (75¢) [-]

c1903		
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Astor Library of Prose)
(382p) (60¢) [-]

1906		
		

“The Golden Key” (Sunshine Library for Young People)
(66p) (50¢) [IA]

Sept. 1908
		

“The Light Princess” (Bimbi series)
(74p) (40¢) [-]

1915		
		

“The Light Princess” (Child Life series)
(74p) (35¢) [-]

DeWolfe, Fiske and Co. (Boston)
This firm was founded in 1880 by Perez Morton DeWolfe and Charles F.
Fiske. They published one GMD title:
1884		
		

Donal Grant
($1.50) [-] (listed as “Donald Grant” in their catalogue)

Dodd, Mead, and Co. (New York)
The firm was founded (as “Taylor and Dodd”) in 1839 by Moses Woodruff
Dodd and John S. Taylor. Dodd quickly bought out Taylor and formed “M.
W. Dodd” (1840-1870). In 1870 Moses Dodd retired, his son Frank Howard
Dodd took over and joined with his cousin Edward S. Mead to form “Dodd
and Mead,” and then “Dodd, Mead and Co.” from 1876. The firm had many
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addresses, the relevant ones are:
1875-1879:
751 Broadway
1880-1891:
755 Broadway
1892-1893:
5 East 19th Street
1894-Feb 1899: 149 - 151 Fifth Avenue
1899:		
Fifth Avenue and 21st Street
Oct 1899-1908: 372 Fifth Avenue and 35th Street
1910-:		
443 4th Avenue
The firm published four GMD titles:
June 1875
		

A Double Story
(238p) ($1.25) [H/IA]
In 1876, this was included in the “Thistle Series” (along with
Hesba Stretton’s “The Crew of the Dolphin” and “Brought
Home”) (3 vols for $3)
In Feb. 1878, it was included in the “Economical Sunday
School Library B” (60 vols for $29). The new series began at
no. 51, continuing the numbering on from series A. A Double
Story was “No. 80,” which is printed on the spine.
In 1879 it was included in “Hearth-Stone Library” (Second
Series 8) (65¢)
“Handsomely bound in ink and gold.”

Sept. 1895
		

Lilith
(vi, 351p) ($1.25) [IA]

		

In 1898, this was included in the “Ajax Series” 43

Oct. 1897
		

Salted with Fire: A Story of a Minister
(iv, 324p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

		

In 1899, this was included in the “Ajax Series” 87
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Spr. 1899
		

Far Above Rubies [dated 1898] (Phenix series 30)
(183p) (40¢) [H/IA]

Donnelly, Loyd & Co. (Chicago)
Founded in 1875, the firm were best known for “The Lakeside Library.” “The
Chicago Lakeside Library . . . marked the first successful attempt to publish
dime books of good literature at regular intervals, in quarto form, and under
the name ‘Library.’ . . . Some were printed in double columns, and some
three columns to a page, varying from about thirty-two to eighty pages per
title” (Shove 71, 72). 270 titles were issued from Jan. 1875-Mar 1879, when
the series was sold to George Munro. Two GMD titles were included in the
series:
1875		
		

The Portent (Lakeside Library 12)
(19p) (10¢) [-]
There is a video of a bound copy of The Lakeside Library
(Nos. 1-24) on youtube: [https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=H1vYVDll3T0]. The Portent can be seen at 10:22.
In Dec. 1877, this title was included in the anthology The
Fireside Library (563p) ($5.00)

1875		
St. George and St. Michael (Lakeside Library 26-27)
		(20¢) [-]
Doubleday, Page and Co.
Doubleday, Doran and Co. (New York)
“Doubleday and McClure” was founded in 1897 by Frank Nelson Doubleday
and Samuel Sidney McClure. In 1900, McClure left, and Walter Hines Page
joined. The company was named Doubleday, Page and Co. from 1900-1927.
In that year it merged with George H. Doran Company, to become known as
Doubleday, Doran and Co. until 1945, when it became Doubleday and Co.
As well as the two GMD children’s titles listed below, they also published
several others after 1930 which are not listed here.
27 May 1905 “The Light Princess” was included in Hamilton Wright
		Mabie (ed) Fairy Tales Every Child Should Know: A
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Selection of the Best Fairy Tales of all Times and of all
		Authors
		
(p294-351, out of xviii, 370p) [H/IA]
		

In 1910, it was reprinted in “The Children’s Library.” [H]

1928		
The Princess and the Goblin
		
(“With Illustrations and Decorations by Elizabeth 		
		MacKinstry”)
		
(viii, 271p) [-]
		
In 1937, this edition was reprinted by Garden City 		
		Publishing.
E.P. Dutton and Co. (New York)
Edward Payson Dutton began selling books (with Lemuel Ide) in Boston
in 1852; from 1855 they began publishing in a small way. In 1858, Dutton
bought out Ide and in 1864 acquired Ticknor & Fields’ bookstore. He moved
to New York in 1869, and the publishing side of the business increased. In
1906, he became the American distributor of J. M. Dent’s “Everyman” series,
“one of the most important deals in the company’s history” (DLB 148).
1886-1913
1913-1922

31 West 23d Street
681 5th Avenue

Jan. 1888
		
		

Poems [dated 1887]
(ed V.D.S. and C.F.) [Vida Dutton Scudder and Clara French]
(xviii, 207p) ($1.25) [H/IA]

1905		
		
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind
(“with seventy-five illustrations by Arthur Hughes / 		
Frontispiece and cover-design by Laurence Housman”)
(vi, 378p) ($1.50)

Oct. 1914
		
		

Sir Gibbie (“Everyman Library 638”)
(Introduction by Greville MacDonald)
(xii, 436p) (35¢; leather 75¢) [-]
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1915		
		
		
		

Phantastes, a Faerie Romance for Men and Women 		
(“Everyman Library 732”)
(Introduction by Greville MacDonald)
(xii, 237p) (35¢; leather 75¢) [IA]

1925		
		
		
		

Lilith (“Centenary edition edited and enlarged”) “With 		
an Introductory Key, a Paraphrase of an Earlier ManuscriptVersion, and Explanation of Notes by Greville MacDonald”
(xx, 396p) [-]

George H. Ellis (Boston)
George Henry Ellis started his own printing firm in 1873, mainly publishing
local histories and theological works, including a reprint of one of GMD’s
sermons:
late 1881
		
		
		

“Opinions: A Sermon preached in the Unitarian chapel,
Essex Street, London, in the year 1879” (“Reprinted from
The Unitarian Review.”) [of Sept. 1881]
(14p) (15¢) [-]

Estes and Lauriat (Boston)
The firm was founded by Dana Estes and Charles Emelius Lauriat in 1872
and continued until June 1898. Estes continued the publishing business under
the name Dana Estes & Co. until 1914.
They published one GMD title:
c1895?		
		

David Elginbrod
(426p) [-]

R. F. Fenno and Co. (New York)
Robert F. Fenno founded the firm in 1885. He was based at the following
addresses:
1885-1895:
1895-1905:
1906-1929:

112 Fifth Avenue
9 and 11 East 16th Street
18 East 17th Street
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He published one GMD title:
Oct. 1897
		

David Elginbrod (Lavender Series 14)
(426p) (35¢) [-]

Fergus Printing Company (Chicago)
The firm was founded by Robert Fergus (1815-97). He published one GMD
title:
May 1877
The Marquis of Lossie (“Popular Library 2”)
		(20¢) [-]
J.B. Ford and Co. (New York)
John Bruce Ford founded the company in 1867 and published mostly
religious books (especially from Henry Ward Beecher and Harriet Beecher
Stowe); he also published the periodical The Christian Union. In early 1875,
he announced that “they will commence in that paper the publication of
a new novel by George Macdonald, from whom they have purchased the
exclusive rights of publishing this work in the United States” (PW 20th Feb.
1875 p213). St. George and St. Michael was serialised from 14 April – 27
October 1875, and then published in book form:
Oct. 1875
		

St. George and St. Michael (“Author’s Edition”)
(552p) ($1.75) [IA]

Funk and Wagnalls Company (New York)
Isaac Kaufmann Funk founded the business in 1875 as I. K. Funk & Co. In
1877, Adam Willis Wagnalls joined the firm and the name was changed to
Funk & Wagnalls Company. They published two items related to GMD:
Apr. 1885
Letters from Hell (by M. Rowel, the pseudonym of Valdemar
		Adolph Thisted)
		
(Given in English by L. W. J. S. [Julie Sutter])
		
(p v-ix “Preface” by George MacDonald)
		
(x, 350p) ($1.00) [IA]
Aug. 1887

God’s Words to His Children; Sermons Spoken and
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(vi, 286p) ($1.50) [H]
Harper and Brothers (New York)
James Harper and his brother John founded the company (as J. and J. Harper)
in 1817. Their younger brothers later joined them: Joseph in 1823 and
Fletcher in 1825. The name of the company was changed to “Harper and
Brothers” in 1833. “When asked ‘Who is the Mr. Harper, and who are the
brothers?’ they always replied, ‘Any one of us is Mr. Harper, and all the rest
are the brothers’” (DLB 192).
They became pioneers in the area of publishing books in series; the
two main series in which GMD’s books appeared were the “Library of Select
Novels” (which eventually had 615 titles) and the “Franklin Square Library”
(759 titles).
Dec. 1866
		

Annals of a Quiet Neighborhood [dated 1867]
(381p) ($1.75) [H/IA]

Aug. 1867
		

Alec Forbes of Howglen (Library of Select Novels 294)
(171p) (75¢) [H/IA]

Jan. 1868
		

Guild Court (Library of Select Novels 304)
(148p) (50¢) [H]

“In the summer of 1878, the firm of Harper and Brothers, disturbed
by the discourteousness of the quarto ‘pirates,’ who continued to
reprint large numbers of the Harper publications, and finding that
these cheap books were coming into more competition with books
bearing the Harper imprint, decided to carry the war into enemy
territory, acting on the theory that the best defense was a good
offense. The result was the Franklin Square Library, a cheap series
similar to Munro’s Seaside” (Shove 9).
2 Sept. 1881
		
		

“Warlock o’GlenWarlock: A Homely Romance” (Franklin
Square Library 203)
(88p) (20¢) [-]

Oct. 1882

Weighed and Wanting (Franklin Square Library 274)
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(76p) (20¢) [-]

21 Sept. 1883
		

Donal Grant (Franklin Square Library 335)
(103p) (20¢) [-]

Feb. 1886
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Franklin Square Library 512)
(78p) (20¢) [-]

Jan. 1888
		
		

For the Right (by Karl Franzos) (Franklin Square Library
616)
(xi, 531p) ($1.00 / 30¢) [H/IA]

		
		

This title was later also published in the ‘Continental 		
Classics’ series (VII-VIII)

June 1893
		

Heather and Snow
(vi, 285p) ($1.25) [H/IA]

6 Apr. 1895
Annals of a Quiet Neighborhood (Franklin Square Library
		759)
		
(381p) (50¢) [-]
Henry Hoyt (Boston)
Henry Hoyt began publishing in the 1850s, focussing on religious books
aimed at juvenile readers. Bankruptcy proceedings began c1877; most of the
business was then taken over by Ira Bradley & Company.
He published one GMD title:
Dec. 1873
Gutta-Percha Willie, The Working Genius (Transome 		
		Library 1)
		
(iv, 286p) ($1.25) [-]
Illinois Anti-Vivisectionist Society
Shaberman (60) mentions that this extract from Paul Faber, Surgeon (ch 27)
was published as a separate pamphlet, but no other details are available:
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[189?]		
“The Groans of the Inarticulate”
		[-]
Thomas R. Knox (New York)
Knox published one small booklet, which was later reprinted by Purdy
Publishing Co:
Apr. 1885
		
		
		

“Selections From the Writings of George MacDonald, or
Helps for Weary Souls”
(ed J. Dewey)
(93p) (75¢) [IA]

J. B. Lippincott and Co. (Philadelphia)
Joshua Ballinger Lippincott founded the company in 1836. From 1855-1885
it was known as “J. B. Lippincott and Co.,” thereafter “J. B. Lippincott
Company.” They were based at 715 and 717 Market Street from 1863-1899,
but after the building was destroyed by fire in Nov. 1899, they moved to 227
East Washington Square.
GMD met Lippincott during his American tour in 1872, and during the
1870s, they were one of the more prolific GMD publishers. After 1879,
however, they only published his children’s titles.
cFeb. 1869
England’s Antiphon (The Sunday Library 4)
		
(viii, 332p) ($2.00) [-]
		
(“Lippincott” is printed above “Macmillan & Co.” on the
		title page)
Dec. 1870
		
		

Ranald Bannerman’s Boyhood [dated 1871]
(“with numerous illustrations”)
(301p) ($1.50) [H/IA]
In c1876, this was included in Lippincott’s “Entertaining
Library” ($5.00); alongside Oliver Goldsmith’s Vicar
of Wakefield; William L. Baily Our Own Birds; and The
Romance of Natural History (4 vols).
In PTLA 1905, it was included in “Lippincott’s Popular
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Books for Boys” ($1.00)
Jan. 1871
On The Miracles of Our Lord
		(“Illustrated”)
		
(223p) ($1.25 / $1) [H]
Sept. 1871
		
		

The Princess and the Goblin
(“with numerous illustrations”)
(203p) ($1.50) [H]

Sept. 1872
Wilfrid Cumbermede: an autobiographical story
		($1.50) [-]
Dec. 1874
		

Malcolm: A Romance [dated 1875]
(280p; 8p ads) ($1.50 / $1.00) [H/IA]

June 1877
The Marquis of Lossie: A Romance
		(“Author’s Edition”)
		
(245p) ($1.25 / 75¢) [H]
Dec. 1878
		

Paul Faber, Surgeon [dated 1879]
(201p) ($1.25 / 75¢) [H/IA]

Mar. 1879
		

Sir Gibbie: A Novel
(210p) ($1.25 / 75¢) [H]

Nov. 1882
		
		

The Princess and Curdie [dated 1883]
(“with eleven illustrations by James Allen”)
(vi, 255p) ($1.25) [H]

c1882		
At the Back of the North Wind (with 76 illustrations)
		($1.25)
1883-84
MacDonald’s Library (or “Juvenile Library”) (4 titles in
		
box; it included Ranald Bannerman’s Boyhood; The Princess
		
and the Goblin; The Princess and Curdie; At the Back of the
		North Wind)
		($5.00)
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Oct. 1907
		
		
		

The Princess and the Goblin
(“with illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk together with
the original wood engravings after Arthur Hughes”)
(305p) ($1.50) [H]

Nov. 1908
		
		

The Princess and Curdie
(“with twelve illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk”)
(305p) ($1.50) [IA]

Oct. 1909
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind
(“with twelve illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk”)
(viii, 352p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Mar. 1913
		
		
		

The Princess and the Goblin (simplified by Elizabeth Lewis)
(George MacDonald Stories for Little Folks 2)
(“with six full page illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk”)
(124p) (50¢) [-]

July 1914
		
		
		

The Princess and Curdie (simplified by Elizabeth Lewis)
(George MacDonald Stories for Little Folks 1)
(“with six full page illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk”)
(126p) (50¢) [IA]

July 1914
At the Back of the North Wind (simplified by Elizabeth 		
		Lewis)
		
(George MacDonald Stories for Little Folks 3)
		
(“with six full page illustrations in color by Maria L. Kirk”)
		
(126p) (50¢) [-]
The volumes from 1907-09 were later incorporated into the “Stories All
Children Love” series:
c1914		
		

At the Back of the North Wind (Stories All Children Love 2)
(viii, 352p) ($1.50) [-]

c1914		
		

The Princess and Curdie (Stories All Children Love 12)
(305p) ($1.50) [-]
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c1914		
		

The Princess and the Goblin (Stories All Children Love 13)
(305p) ($1.50) [-]

The volumes from 1913-14 were later incorporated into the “Children’s
Classics” series:
c1916		
		

At the Back of the North Wind (Children’s Classics 2)
(126p) (50¢) [-]

c1916		
		

The Princess and Curdie (Children’s Classics 5)
(126p) (50¢) [-]

c1916		
		

The Princess and the Goblin (Children’s Classics 6)
(124p) (50¢) [-]

Little, Brown and Co. (Boston)
The firm was founded by Charles C. Little and James Brown in 1837. After
they purchased the general list of Roberts Brothers in 1898, they continued to
publish the one novel previously published by Roberts:
Fall 1899
		

The Vicar’s Daughter (Golden Books 61)
(v, 389p) (75¢) [-]

Jan. 1901
		

The Vicar’s Daughter (Readable Books 192)
(v, 389p) ($1.00) [-]

Longmans, Green (New York)
The firm of Longmans was founded in London in 1724, and over the years
had many different names. Those relevant for GMD titles are:
1842-1856:
1856-1862:
1862-1865:
1865-1880:
1880-1926:

Longman, Brown, Green and Longmans
Longman, Brown, Green, Longmans and Roberts
Longman, Green, Longman, Roberts and Green
Longmans, Green, Reader and Dyer
Longmans, Green & Co.

The following books were published by Longmans in the UK, but
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(presumably) were not distributed in the US. Both were later published in the
US (in reset editions) by Scribner, Armstrong in 1872:
18 May 1855 Within and Without: A Dramatic Poem
		(184p) [H]
3 July 1857
		

Within and Without: A Dramatic Poem (2nd ed; reset)
(iv, 193p) [-]

3 July 1857
		

Poems
(viii, 395p) [H/IA]

Nov. 1864
		

A Hidden Life and Other Poems (a reprint of the above title)
(viii, 395p) [H]

In the PW for 24 Sept. 1887, it was advertised that “Messrs
Longmans, Green, and Co. beg leave to announce that they have established
a Branch House at No. 15 East Sixteenth Street, New York, and are now
prepared to supply their publications to the trade generally” (343). From then
on the New York address appears with the London address on the title page,
so there is no difference between the UK and US editions. The first five titles
below all appeared in their catalogue in the 1888 PTLA; the bracketed dates
are the dates of publication in the UK. The New York branch moved to 91-93
Fifth Avenue in 1895.
(1885)		
		

A Book of Strife in the Form of The Diary of An Old Soul
(265 leaves; printed one side) ($2.00) [H/IA]

(1885)		
		
		

The Tragedie of Hamlet, Prince of Denmarke: a study with
the text of the Folio of 1623
(xiv, 277p) ($4.00) [H/IA]

(1886)		
		

Unspoken Sermons: Second Series
(viii, 264p) ($1.25) [-]

(1886)		
		

The Miracles of Our Lord
(viii, 280p) ($1.25) [-]
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(1887)		
		

Unspoken Sermons: First Series
(viii, 245p) ($1.25) [IA]

Sept. 1889
		

Unspoken Sermons: Third Series
(viii, 262p) ($1.25) [-]

16 Oct. 1897
		

Rampolli
(viii, 303p) ($1.75) [IA]

Only “Unspoken Sermons” was still in print in 1917.
Aaron K. Loring (Boston)
In 1859, Aaron Kimball Loring opened his Select Circulating Library at 319
Washington Street, Boston, from where he began publishing a couple of years
later. He was based at a number of addresses over the next twenty years:
1861-1871:
1871:		
1871-1880:
c1880-1881:

319 Washington Street
205 Washington Street
Cor Bromfield and Washington Streets
369 Washington Street

He published the following GMD titles:
Sept. 1869
		

David Elginbrod
(459p) ($1.75) [H/IA]

Aug. 1870
		

Robert Falconer
(524p) ($1.75) [H]

Jan. 1871
		

Phantastes
(286p) ($1.75) [H/IA]

Apr. 1871
		

Adela Cathcart
(423p) ($1.75) [-]

June 1871
		

The Portent
(277p) ($1.75) [IA]
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July 1877
		

St. George and St. Michael
(552p) ($1.75) [-]

On 15 June 1881, Loring was declared bankrupt, and at the Fall
Trade Sale in Oct. 1881, he sold the plates for these 6 novels to Routledge.
D. Lothrop and Co. (Boston)
Daniel Lothrop and N. P. Kemp formed D. Lothrop and Company in 1868.
Lothrop’s stated policy was “Never to publish a work purely sensational,
no matter what chances of money it has in it; and to publish books that will
make true, steadfast growth in right living” (AB 1 June 1886, 282). After
Daniel’s death in 1892 the company struggled to survive, and went bankrupt
in 1904, being taken over by Lee and Shepard. The following names appear
on the title pages:
1868-1887:		
1887-1895:		
1895-1904:		

D Lothrop and Company
D. Lothrop Company
Lothrop Publishing Company

They also had several addresses:
1868-1875: 		

38-40 Cornhill

1875-1888: 		
			
			
			
			
			

32 Franklin Street (but other names also appear:
“Franklin Street, corner of Hawley”; “Franklin
and Hawley Streets”; or just “Franklin Street.” From
Jan. 1884 their manufacturing and wholesale
departments were at 114-120 Purchase Street, which
also appears on some books.)

1888-Mar. 1895:

[364-366] Washington Street opposite Bromfield

Mar. 1895-1904:

92 Pearl Street

For thirty years Lothrop were one of the major US publishers of GMD books:
July 1873
		

Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood
(590p) ($1.75) [H/IA]
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July 1873
		

A Seaboard Parish
(viii, 624p) ($1.75) [-]
In 1876, both volumes were included in a “MacDonald
Series” (2 vols for $3.50)

July 1876
		

A Double Story
(164p) ($1.00) [-]
In 1881, this included in the “Little Mother Series” (4 vols
for $4.00); along with C. E. K. Davis Papa’s Boy; Phebe
F. McKeen Little Mother and Other Stories; and Mrs. J. J.
Colter’s Robbie Meredith.
In 1883, it was included in the “Merry Christmas Library”
(4 vols for $3.00), with C. E. K. Davis That Boy; Mrs. J.
J. Colter’s Robbie Meredith; and Phebe F. McKeen Little
Mother and Other Stories.

		

In 1888, it was included in the “Child Life Series” #4 ($1.00)

Nov. 1879
		

“Princess Rosamond, a Double Story”
(48p) (50¢) [-]

Mar. 1880
Cheerful Words from the Writings of George MacDonald
		(ed E[mma] E[lizabeth] Brown) (Spare Minute Series 2)
		
(ii, 302p) ($1.00) [H/IA]
Jan. 1881
		

Thomas Wingfold, Curate
(vi, 666p) ($1.75) [-]

Their “MacDonald Series” now included Thomas Wingfold,
Curate (3 vols for $5.25)
In an article published in both the Granite Monthly and the Bay State
Monthly (both dated Dec. 1884) John McClintock writes “Mr. Lothrop, while
on a visit to Europe, having secured the latest novels by this author [GMD] in
manuscript, thus bringing them out in advance of any other publisher in this
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country or abroad, now issues his entire works in uniform style.”
The plural must be an error, but the “manuscript” refers to Warlock
o’Glenwarlock.
The AB (1 June 1886), in a retrospective of Daniel Lothrop’s life,
amplified this a little: “During a visit to Europe Mr. Lothrop made the
acquaintance of George MacDonald, who kindly arranged with him that
the manuscripts of his latest novels should be published in America before
they were published in Europe or elsewhere. Mr Lothrop thus began the
publication of the entire series of George MacDonald’s novels, and the
arrangement still continues” (282).
The Europe trip must be placed in early 1881. Lothrop returned to
the US with the “Warlock” manuscript, but not soon enough for the book
to be serialized in his magazine Wide Awake; instead, it was published as a
177-page supplement bound with the Jan.-June issues. The supplement alone
was then “bound in cheap multi-colored boards”, before the following cloth
edition was published, advertised as “printed from the author’s manuscript”
(Phillips 365):
Sept. 1881
		

Warlock o’Glenwarlock: A Homely Romance
(714p) ($1.75) [H/IA]
Their “MacDonald Series” now included Warlock
o’Glenwarlock (4 vols for $7.00)

As mentioned earlier, in Oct. 1881 Routledge acquired the plates of
six novels from Loring. As Lothrop now had GMD’s permission to publish
future novels first, the two publishers, Lothrop and Routledge, must have
realised that working together would serve both their interests, and they must
have agreed that each would produce a virtually identical 18-volume set
which included all the novels published up to that time. This production took
the best part of a year.
On 15 Sept. 1882, in a discussion of Lothrop’s “Fall” list, the AB
announced: “For older readers, a uniform edition of George MacDonald’s
works, is just ready, in eighteen volumes.” Routledge published their set in
October.
Sept. 1882
		

Adela Cathcart
(423p) ($1.50) [-]
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Sept. 1882
		

Alec Forbes of Howglen
(viii, 467p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

David Elginbrod
(459p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

Guild Court
(iv, 382p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

Malcolm
(viii, 438p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

The Marquis of Lossie
(viii, 386p) ($1.50) [H]

Sept. 1882
		

Mary Marston
(467p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

Paul Faber, Surgeon
(viii, 396p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

Phantastes [and] The Portent
(286, 277p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

Robert Falconer
(524p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Sept. 1882
		

Sir Gibbie
(iv, 390p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

St. George and St. Michael
(552p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		

The Vicar’s Daughter
(viii, 375p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Sept. 1882

Wilfrid Cumbermede: an autobiographical story
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(viii, 498p) ($1.50) [-]

Sept. 1882
		
		
		

Writings of George MacDonald (18 volumes in box) [made
up of the four novels they had already published, plus the 14
published in Sept 1882]
($27 per set)

The AB (1 Aug 1882) announced: “George MacDonald has written
a new book, Weighed and Wanting, of which the original manuscript was
furnished D. Lothrop and Co., by the author, in advance of publication in
England” (408). It was published a little after the eighteen volume set:
Oct. 1882
		

Weighed and Wanting
(625p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

May 1883
		

The Imagination and other essays
(312p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

On 12 May 1883, the PW announced: “The Messrs Lothrop have
made arrangement with George Macdonald for the publication of his new
story, ‘Donald (sic) Grant.’ The work is now being issued serially in an
English magazine. It will be published in book form about three months
before its completion in England.” An advert on 7 July states “Samples Now
Ready” for this title; one on 22 Sept. states “In Press for Early Publication.”
In the Christmas number their advert states: “Published . . . from the MS., and
republished in England” (122).
Sept. 1883
		

Donal Grant
(786p) ($1.50) [H]

1886		
“Rest” (“Printed in purple ink. Ribbon-tied. Square.”)
		(25¢) [-]
Feb. 1886
		
		
		

What’s Mine’s Mine
(531p) ($1.50) [H/IA]
“Published from original MSS . . . in advance of the
publication in England.” (AB 1 Mar. 1886, 115)
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c1886		
		
		

Sir Gibbie
(iv, 407p) [-] (note the different pagination; the date is a
guess; based on Routledge’s equivalent edition.)

1887		
		

Writings of George MacDonald (21 volumes in box)
($31.50 per set) (half calf extra; $63 per set)
[In addition to the 18-volume set this now included Weighed
and Wanting, The Imagination and Other Essays, and
What’s Mine’s Mine. For some reason Donal Grant was not
included.]

1887		
		

Later Works of George MacDonald (5 volumes in box)
($7.50 per set)
(includes: Donal Grant, The Imagination and Other Essays,
What’s Mine’s Mine, Weighed and Wanting, and Warlock
o’Glenwarlock)

1887		
		

Stephen Archer
(v, 354p) ($1.50) [-]

July 1889
The Princess and the Goblin
		(75¢) [-]
July 1889
The Princess and Curdie
		(75¢) [-]
July 1889
		

Ranald Bannerman’s Boyhood
(301p) (75¢) [-]

Nov. 1890
		

“The Golden Key”
(72p) (35¢) [-]

May 1891
		

There and Back
(634p) ($1.50 / 50¢) [H/IA]

1891		
		
		

George MacDonald’s Later Works (6 volumes in box)
($9.00 per set)
(as for 1887, but including There and Back)
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1891		
A Rough Shaking
		[-]
(This title is listed in Shaberman, but I have seen no other
evidence that it exists)
c1891		

Writings of George MacDonald (24 volumes)
(as for the 21-volume set, but adding Donal Grant, A Double
Story, and There and Back)

In 1904, Lothrop was taken over by Lee and Shepard to form
Lothrop, Lee and Shepard Co. However, the “Lothrop” and the “Lee and
Shepard” imprints continued to be used for a while. Only 7 titles were still
in print in 1905 (Donal Grant; A Double Story; The Imagination and other
essays; There and Back; Warlock O’Glenwarlock; Weighed and Wanting;
What’s Mine’s Mine) and only 2 in 1917 (Weighed and Wanting and What’s
Mine’s Mine).
John W. Lovell Co. (New York)
In 1876, John Wurtele Lovell, with his father and G. Mercer Adam,
established Lovell, Adam and Co., but the company was dissolved the
following year. John Lovell began his own business in 1878, and introduced
‘Lovell’s Library’ (of cheap reprints) in 1882. The firm was absorbed by the
United States Book Company in 1891.
In 1892 John Lovell formed Lovell, Coryell & Company to publish better
quality reprints; the firm was taken over by the American Publishers
Corporation in 1897.
1878-1881: 			
1881-1891:			
1892-1897:			
1897-1904:			

John Wurtele Lovell Company
John W. Lovell Company
Lovell, Coryell & Company
Coryell and Company

Relevant addresses:
1882-1888:			14 Vesey Street
1888-1891:			142-150 Worth Street
1892 – May 1893:		
43-47 East Tenth Street
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May 1893 – Feb 1894:		
Feb. 1894-1896:		
1896-1898:			

5-7 East Sixteenth Street
corner 6th Avenue and 20th Street
310-318 Sixth Avenue

They published the following GMD titles:
1882		
Robert Falconer (The Sunday Series)
		(20p) [-]
(This “Sunday Series” was announced in Aug. 1882, for
books which “while containing only the best writings,
that will instruct, as well as fasten and hold the attention
of readers, will also only contain the writings of authors
charitably broad and thoroughly unsectarian.” “Robert
Falconer” was advertised as being “among the first
volumes,” but later catalogues do not mention the series at
all.)
1882-83
Wilfrid Cumbermede (Lovell’s Standard Library)
		($1.25) [-]
10 Sept. 1888
		

The Elect Lady (Lovell’s Library 1221)
(191p) (20¢) [-]

1888		
		

Donal Grant (Oxford Edition 45)
(314p) (50¢) [-]

1888		
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Oxford Edition 191)
(382p) (50¢) [-]

1896-98
		

David Elginbrod
(426p) [H]

Macmillan Company (New York)
The firm was founded in London in 1843 by Daniel and Alexander
MacMillan. In 1869, George Edward Brett opened a Macmillan office in New
York. Becoming semi-independent in 1890, in 1896 it was incorporated as
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The Macmillan Company. They established a children’s department in 1919,
within which they published the following GMD children’s stories.
Aug. 1924
At the Back of the North Wind (Macmillan Children’s
		Classics)
		
(“illustrated by [Frances] D. Bedford”)
		
(376p) [-]
Aug. 1926
		
		

“The Light Princess” (Macmillan Children’s Classics)
(ill Dorothy P. Lathrop)
(vi, 119p) [-]

Sept. 1926
The Princess and the Goblin (Macmillan Children’s
		Classics)
		
(“illustrated by F.D. Bedford”)
		
(267p) [-]
Sept. 1927
		
		

The Princess and Curdie (Macmillan’s Children’s Classics)
(“with illustrations by Dorothy P. Lathrop”)
(265p) [-]

A.C. McClurg and Co. (Chicago)
In 1873, E. L. Jansen, Alexander C. McClurg, and Frederick B. Smith
began publishing under the imprint Jansen, McClurg and Co.; after Jansen’s
resignation in 1886, it became A. C. McClurg and Co. They published one
GMD title:
1891		
A Cabinet of Gems: cut and polished by Sir Philip Sidney,
		
now for their more radiance presented without their setting
		
by George MacDonald
		(Elizabethan Library)
		
(xiv, 204p) (75¢) [-]
In 1898 a special edition was advertised: “Twenty-five copies
only printed on large paper, half-Roxburghe, gilt top” ($3)
The David McKay Company (Philadelphia)
The David McKay Company was founded in 1882, although for several
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years his focus was on bookselling rather than publishing. In 1896, he sold
the bookshop and moved to 1022 Market Street, where he concentrated on
publishing. David McKay’s importance for GMD publication is that in 1903,
he took over all of the Routledge stock. His main addresses were:
1896- Dec. 1904:
Jan. 1905-Apr 1911:
May 1911-1950:

1022 Market Street Philadelphia
610 South Washington Square
604-608 South Washington Square

Two juvenile titles were listed in the PTLA Supplement for 1903:
1903		
		

Dealings with the Fairies
(284p) (75¢) [-]

1903		
		

A Rough Shaking
(384p) ($1.00) [-]

In addition, a “19 volume” set of novels was advertised, but
unfortunately the individual titles were not listed. In any case, this may have
included old “Routledge” stock among them. No doubt McKay printed his
own copies as the Routledge stock was used up; some copies have “McKay”
on the spine and “Routledge” on the title page. Other volumes were gradually
reprinted until (I assume) the whole 24-volume set was available with the
McKay imprint (the 24 volume set is still advertised as late as 1918).
The following titles (at least) have copies with McKay’s “1022 Market
Street” address:
1903-04
		

Adela Cathcart
(423p) ($1.25) [IA]

1903-04
		

Malcolm
(viii, 438p) ($1.25) [IA]

1903-04
		

Mary Marston
(467p) ($1.25) [-]

1903-04

The Seaboard Parish
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(viii, 624p) ($1.25) [IA]

1903-04
		

Sir Gibbie
(iv, 407p) ($1.25) [IA]

1903-04
		

St. George and St. Michael
(552p) ($1.25) [H/IA]

1903-04
		

Stephen Archer
(v, 354p) ($1.25) [IA]

Most other titles have the “610 South Washington Square” address.
Copies of these may well exist with the earlier address, but I have not seen
them. From the sources available, there is no way of knowing in which year
each of these was first printed with the McKay imprint.
1905-11
		

Alec Forbes of Howglen
(viii, 467p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood
(590p) ($1.25) [H/IA]

1905-11
		

David Elginbrod
(iv, 459p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

Donal Grant
(786p) ($1.25) [-] (‘Donald’ in adverts and on cover)

1905-11
		

Guild Court
(iv, 382p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

Home Again [and] The Flight of the Shadow
(vi, 313, 297p) ($1.25) [-]

1905-11
		

The Marquis of Lossie
(viii, 386p) ($1.25) [-]

1905-11

Paul Faber, Surgeon
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(viii, 396p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

Phantastes [and] The Portent
(286, 277p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

Robert Falconer
(iv, 524p) ($1.25) [-]

1905-11
		

There and Back
(634p) ($1.25) [H/IA]

1905-11
		

Thomas Wingfold, Curate
(vi, 666p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

The Vicar’s Daughter
(v, 389p) ($1.25) [IA]

1905-11
		

Warlock o’Glenwarlock
(714p) ($1.25) [-]

1905-11
		

Weighed and Wanting
(625p) ($1.25) [-]

1905-11
		

What’s Mine’s Mine
(531p) ($1.25) [-]

1905-11
		

Wilfrid Cumbermede
(viii, 498p) ($1.25) [IA]

Over the years the following children’s titles were also published:
1907		
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind (The Girls’ Own Library)
(“with seventy-six illustrations by Arthur Hughes”)
(viii, 378p) (75¢) [H]

Fall 1919
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind
(“illustrated by Jessie Willcox Smith”)
(342p) ($2.50) [H/IA]
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Nov. 1920
		
		

The Princess and the Goblin (Golden Books)
(“illustrated by Jessie Willcox Smith”)
(203p) ($3.50) [IA]

1926		
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind (Newbury Classics)
(illustrated by Gertrude A. Kay)
(326p) [-]

1926		
The Princess and Curdie (Newbury Classics)
		
(ill Gertrude A. Kay)
		(274p) [-]
McLoughlin Brothers (New York)
John McLoughlin took over the firm of John Elton and Co. in 1848,
being joined by his brother Edmund in 1850, when the firm was renamed
McLoughlin Brothers. They were pioneers in publishing coloured books for
children, and they published one GMD title:
1906		
		

“The Fairy Fleet” (illustrated F.J. Edgars)
(56p) [-]

George Munro (New York)
George Munro founded the company in 1864. It used the following names:
1864-1868:
1868-1893:
1893-1906:

George Munro and Company
George Munro
George Munro’s Sons

Munro’s major breakthrough came with the cheap reprints he
published in the Seaside Library (28 May 1877-1886). “The Seaside Library
was in quarto size, printed on cheap paper, with two or three closely printed
columns to the page. The number of pages in each volume varied from about
twenty-five to seventy-five, the larger works being published in double
numbers. Single numbers were retailed at ten cents, the double numbers at
twenty cents. In order that they might be sent through the mail at magazine
rates, each issue was given a volume number together with the date of
publication” (Shove 57-58).
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22 GMD titles were published in this series:
Jan. 1879
		

Paul Faber, Surgeon (Seaside Library vol 23 #455)
(71p) (20¢) [-]

Mar. 1879
		

Sir Gibbie (Seaside Library vol 25 #491)
(75p) (20¢) [-]

Sept. 1879
Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood (Seaside Library #595)
		(20¢) [-]
Sept. 1879
		

The Seaboard Parish (Seaside Library vol 29 #606)
(69p) (20¢) [-]

20 Oct. 1879 Thomas Wingfold, Curate (Seaside Library #627)
		(20¢) [-]
Nov. 1879
		

The Vicar’s Daughter (Seaside Library #643)
(57p) (20¢) [-]

Dec. 1879
David Elginbrod (Seaside Library vol 32 #668)
		(20¢) [-]
8 Jan. 1880
		

St. George and St. Michael (Seaside Library vol 33 #677)
(59p) (20¢) [-]

July 1880
		

Alec Forbes of Howglen (Seaside Library vol 38 #790)
(85p) (20¢) [-]

Dec. 1880
		

Malcolm (Seaside Library vol 43 #887)
(86p) (20¢) [-]

20 Jan. 1881
		

Mary Marston (Seaside Library #922)
(77p) (20¢) [-]

Feb. 1881
Guild Court (Seaside Library #938)
		(20¢) [-]
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Mar. 1881
		

The Marquis of Lossie (Seaside Library vol 46 #948)
(76p) (20¢) [-]

Mar. 1881
		

Robert Falconer (Seaside Library vol 47 #962)
(89p) (20¢) [-]

Aug. 1882
		

Castle Warlock (Seaside Library vol 68 #1375)
(75p) (20¢) [-]

Nov. 1882
		

Adela Cathcart (Seaside Library vol 71 #1439)
(57p) (20¢) [-]

Dec. 1882
The Gifts of the Child Christ (Seaside Library #1466)
		(10¢) [-]
Jan. 1883
		
		

The Princess and Curdie: A Girl’s Story (Seaside Library
vol 73 #1488)
(26p) (10¢) [-]

Jan. 1883
		

Weighed and Wanting (Seaside Library #1498)
(71p) (20¢) [-]

Sept. 1884
Donal Grant (Seaside Library #1884)
		(20¢) [-]
Dec. 1884
The Portent (Seaside Library #1921)
		(10¢) [-]
Dec. 1884
Phantastes (Seaside Library #1922)
		(10¢) [-]
Shove comments, “For several years the quarto sized issues of the
Seaside Library proved popular, but the readers began to tire of the unhandy
size, and in the latter part of 1883 Munro was forced to begin the publication
of a pocket-sized edition” (58). The Pocket Edition ran from 6 July 1883–
1905, and had over 2000 titles, including six by GMD:
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Seaside Library Pocket Edition
Nov. 1884
Donal Grant (Seaside Library Pocket Edition #282)
		(15¢) [-]
20 Jan. 1885
		

The Portent (Seaside Library Pocket Edition #325)
(75p) (20¢) [-]

Jan. 1885
		

Phantastes (Seaside Library Pocket Edition #326)
(125p) (10¢) [-]

23 Oct. 1885
		

What’s Mine’s Mine (Seaside Library Pocket Edition #722)
(382p) (20¢) [-]

Feb. 1888
		

Home Again (Seaside Library Pocket Edition #1041)
(187p) (20¢) [-]

Sept. 1888
		

The Elect Lady (Seaside Library Pocket Edition #1118)
(186p) (20¢) [-]

From 21 Sept. 1885 some books were also published in the slightly more
expensive “25¢ Edition”:
Seaside Library 25¢ Edition
1888		
Home Again (Seaside Library 25¢ Edition 171)
		(25¢) [-]
1888		
The Elect Lady (Seaside Library 25¢ Edition 240)
		(25¢) [-]
Finally, the Savoy Series ran from 1900-1905. In 1906 Munro went bankrupt.
Savoy Series
1900		
The Portent (Savoy Series #260)
		(75p) [-]
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1900		
Phantastes (Savoy series #261)
		(125p) [-]
James Pott and Co. (New York)
James Pott, who is not listed in the DLB, published one anthology:
Sept. 1894
		
		
		

Beautiful Thoughts from George MacDonald (Beautiful
Thoughts Books 9)
(ed Elizabeth W. Dougall)
(172p) (75¢; leather $1.00) [H/IA]

Purdy Publishing Co. (Chicago)
Frances L. Dusenberry founded the firm in 1887, to distribute “New
Thought” and occult works. She reprinted one GMD anthology, previously
published by Thomas R. Knox:
1889		
		
		
		

Selections From the Writings of George MacDonald, or
Helps for Weary Souls
(ed J. Dewey)
(93p) (75¢) [H]

G.P. Putnam’s Sons (New York)
George Palmer Putnam began publishing under his own name in 1848;
between 1866 and 1872 three of his sons joined the firm. After the death
of their father in 1872 the firm was renamed G. P. Putnam’s Sons. They
published one collection of GMD’s fairy tales, which included “The Light
Princess,” “The Giant’s Heart,” “The Shadows,” “Cross Purposes,” “The
Golden Key,” “The Carasoyn,” and “Little Daylight,” as well as a “Preface”
by GMD:
Dec. 1893
		
		

The Light Princess and other fairy tales
(“illustrated by Maud Humphrey”)
(xiv, 305p) ($1.75) [IA]
In c1921, “The Light Princess” was included in Katharine
Newbold Birdsall (ed) Famous Tales: Third Series (The
Young People’s Book-shelf 4) (x, 432p) [-]
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Anson D.F. Randolph and Co. (New York)
The firm was founded in 1851 by Anson D. F. Randolph. “Mr. Randolph
makes a speciality of religious volumes, home and imported. There is, in fact,
no religious work of interest, issued either in England or America, which
cannot be found upon his shelves immediately after its appearance. What
books he does not publish himself, he procures from other houses and keeps
on hand for sale” (ALGPC 1 Jan. 1868, 155).
1865-May 1876:
May 1876-1886:
1886-1892:		

770 Broadway
900 Broadway
38 West Twenty-third Street

Three GMD titles are listed in their 1876 PTLA catalogue:
1870		
The Miracles of Our Lord
		($1.25) [-]
by 1873		
Annals of a Quiet Neighborhood
		($1.75) [-]
by 1876		
The Seaboard Parish
		($1.75) [-]
Roberts Brothers (Boston)
Founded in 1861 by Lewis Augustus Roberts and his brother Austin, they
published two GMD titles. In June 1898, they were taken over by Little,
Brown and Co., who continued to publish The Vicar’s Daughter:
May 1867
Dealings with the Fairies
		[-]
The Vicar’s Daughter
(v, 389p) ($1.50) [H/IA]
George Routledge and Sons (USA) (New York)
This firm was founded in London in 1843 by George Routledge, who
established a New York branch in 1854. From c1867, they had become agents
for distributing Strahan’s titles in America. For three decades, they were one
Aug. 1872
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of the most prolific publishers of GMD’s books in the US.
For this firm, it is possible to identify the approximate date
of reprints. For the 24 volumes of novels published from 1882-1903,
some titles have a box in the prelims listing the volumes that were then
available. In addition, from 1887-1897 Glasgow and Manchester (in various
combinations) were included along with London in the publisher’s details on
the title page. Along with various changes of address, and the fact that the
firm became a limited company in 1890, this gives the possibility of dating
volumes according to the following table:
“George Routledge and Sons”
1866-Apr. 1881		

416 Broome Street, New York

Apr. 1881-1890
9 Lafayette Place, New York; subdivided into:
1882-83		
(18 volumes) New York (or London and New York)
1883-84		
(19 volumes) New York (or London and New York)
1884-86		
(21 volumes) New York (or London and New York)
1886-87		
(22 volumes) New York (or London and New York)
1887-89		
(22 volumes) London, Glasgow and New York
1889-90		
(22 volumes) New York, London, Glasgow and
			Manchester
“George Routledge and Sons, Limited”
1890-Apr. 1895
9 Lafayette Place, New York; subdivided into:
1890-91		
(22 volumes) New York, London, Glasgow and
			Manchester
1891-92		
(23 volumes) New York, London, Glasgow and
			Manchester
1892-95		
(24 volumes) New York, London and Manchester
Apr. 1895-Apr. 1898
1895-97		
1897-98		

27 and 29 West 23d St, New York; subdivided into:
New York, London and Manchester
London and New York

Apr. 1898-Feb. 1903

119 and 121 West 23d St, New York
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1867		
		

Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood
(590p) ($1.75) [H/IA]
In 1871-72 this was co-published with Strahan, with both
names on the title page [H]

1867		
		

Unspoken Sermons
(iv, 245p) ($2.00) [-]

mid 1867
		

Dealings with the Fairies
(308p) ($1.00) [-]

late 1868
		

The Seaboard Parish
(viii, 624p) ($1.75 / 50¢) [H/IA]

		

In 1871-73 this was also co-published with Strahan [H]

Sept.-Dec. 1870 The Miracles of Our Lord
		
(viii, 280p) ($1.25) [-]
Sept.-Dec. 1870 Ranald Bannerman’s Boyhood
		
(with 36 illustrations by Arthur Hughes)
		 ($1.75)
cDec. 1870
		
		

At the Back of the North Wind
(“with seventy-six illustrations by Arthur Hughes”)
(viii, 378p) ($2.00) [-]

by 1871		
The Disciple and Other Poems
		($1.75) [-]
1871		
		

Dealings with the Fairies
(284p) ($1.25) [H/IA]

Dec. 1871
		

The Princess and the Goblin
(315p) ($1.50) [-]

June 1873

The History of Gutta Percha Willie, the Working Genius
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(12 illustrations by Arthur Hughes)
(212p) ($1.50) [-]

10 June 1876
		

Thomas Wingfold, Curate
(vi, 666p) ($1.75) [H/IA]

nd:		 The Princess and Curdie
		($1.25) [-]
In Oct. 1881, Routledge purchased the plates of 6 novels from Loring
(see the notes under Lothrop re the decision to issue an 18-volume edition).
The PW for 7 Oct. 1882 states: “George Routledge and Sons have ready this
week their handsome edition of George MacDonald’s works, in 18 volumes”
(488). As well as Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood; The Seaboard Parish;
and Thomas Wingfold, Curate, this included:
Oct. 1882
		

Adela Cathcart
(423p) ($1.50) [H]

Oct. 1882
		

Alec Forbes of Howglen
(viii, 467p) ($1.50) [IA]

Oct. 1882
		

David Elginbrod
(iv, 459p) ($1.50) [H]

Oct. 1882
		

Guild Court
(iv, 382p) ($1.50) [H/IA 1883]

Oct. 1882
		

Malcolm
(viii, 438p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
		

The Marquis of Lossie
(viii, 386p) ($1.50) [IA]

Oct. 1882
		

Mary Marston
(467p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882

Paul Faber, Surgeon
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(viii, 516p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
		

Phantastes [and] The Portent
(286, 277p) ($1.50) [H]

Oct. 1882
		

Robert Falconer
(iv, 524p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
		

Sir Gibbie
(iv, 390p) ($1.50) [H]

Oct. 1882
		

St. George and St. Michael: A Novel (“Author’s Edition”)
(552p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
		

The Vicar’s Daughter
(v, 389p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
		
		

Warlock o’GlenWarlock: A Homely Romance
(‘copyright, 1881, by D. Lothrop and Company’)
(714p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
		

Wilfrid Cumbermede
(viii, 498p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Oct. 1882
George MacDonald’s Novels (18 volumes in box)
		
(“Being the First Collected Uniform Edition of this Author’s
		Writings”)
		
($27 per set)
Over the next ten years the following titles were published:
Aug. 1883
		
		

Weighed and Wanting
(“copyright, 1882, by D. Lothrop and Company”)
(625p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Sept. 1883
George MacDonald’s Novels (19 volumes in box)
		
(“Being the First Collected Uniform Edition of this Author’s
		Writings”)
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($28.50 per set) (half calf extra; $57 per set)
(as above, but including Weighed and Wanting)

1883		
		
		

Donal Grant
(“copyright, 1883, by D. Lothrop and Company”)
(786p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Fall 1884
		

Stephen Archer
(v, 354p) ($1.50) [-]

Fall 1884
		
		

George MacDonald’s Novels (21 volumes in box)
($31.50 per set) (half calf extra; $63 per set)
(as above, but including Donal Grant and Stephen Archer)

1886		
		
		

What’s Mine’s Mine
(“copyright, 1886, by D. Lothrop and Company”)
(531p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

1886		
		
		

George MacDonald’s Novels (22 volumes in box)
($33 per set) (half calf extra; $66 per set)
(as above, but including What’s Mine’s Mine)

At some point (prior to “Glasgow” appearing on the title page) the following
three novels were reprinted from different plates, with different pagination:
c1886		
		

Paul Faber, Surgeon
(viii, 396p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

c1886		
		

Sir Gibbie
(407p) ($1.50) (H)

c1886		
The Vicar’s Daughter
		(375p) [IA]
Dec. 1890
		
		

A Rough Shaking
(“with twelve page illustrations by W. Parkinson”)
(384p) ($1.50) [-]
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1891		
Home Again (“Authorized edition”) [and] The Flight of the
		Shadow (“copyright 1891 by D. Appleton and Company”)
		
(vi, 313, 297p) ($1.50) [IA]
1891		
George MacDonald’s Novels (23 volumes in box)
		
($34.50 per set)
		
(as above, but including Home Again/The Flight of the
		Shadow)
c1892		
		

There and Back
(634p) ($1.50) [-]

c1892		
		
		

George MacDonald’s Novels (24 volumes in box)
($32 per set) (half calf extra; $72 per set)
(as above, but including There and Back)

Several GMD titles were included in various Routledge “series” published in
1898-1899:
1898 The “Popular Edition of Routledge’s Immortals” (75¢)
		41 Mary Marston
		53 Paul Faber, Surgeon
		
56 Phantastes [and] The Portent
		89 The Vicar’s Daughter
		98 Wilfrid Cumbermede
1898 Routledge’s “Standard Library” (75¢)
		
2 Adela Cathcart
		
3 Alec Forbes of Howglen
		
5 At the Back of the North Wind
		13 David Elginbrod
		22 Malcolm
		29 Phantastes [and] The Portent
		42 Thomas Wingfold, Curate
		48 Wilfrid Cumbermede
1899 Routledge’s “Standard Library: The Elginbrod Edition” (75¢)
		
1 Adela Cathcart
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2 Alec Forbes of Howglen
3 At the Back of the North Wind
4 David Elginbrod
5 Malcolm
6 Phantastes [and] The Portent
7 Thomas Wingfold, Curate
8 Wilfrid Cumbermede

In the PTLA 1902, they were only offering a 19-volume set (titles unlisted),
and in early 1903, all their stock was taken over by David McKay.
Saalfield Publishing Co. (New York)
Arthur J. Saalfield founded the company in 1900; he frequently employed
Frances Brundage (1854-1937) as an illustrator, as with these three GMD
children’s books:
1927		
At the Back of the North Wind (Every Child’s Library)
		
(“illustrated by Frances Brundage”)
		(408p) [-]
1927		
The Princess and the Goblin (Every Child’s Library)
		
(“illustrated by Frances Brundage”)
		(251p) [-]
1927		
The Princess and Curdie (Every Child’s Library)
		
(“illustrated by Frances Brundage”)
		(249p) [-]
Scribner, Armstrong and Co. (New York)
The firm was founded by Charles Scribner and Isaac Baker in 1846. Baker
died in 1850, and Andrew C. Armstrong joined in 1864. John Blair Scribner
took over after his father’s death in 1871, and from 1872-1878, the firm
was named Scribner, Armstrong and Co. After Armstrong’s retirement, and
with John’s younger brother (also called Charles) joining the firm, it became
Charles Scribner’s Sons.
In 1857, a separate company had been formed for importing foreign books,
with the following names:
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19 Dec. 1857: Scribner & Welford
10 Feb. 1872: Scribner, Welford & Armstrong
11 June 1878: Scribner & Welford
Their addresses were:
1866-1874:
1874-1894:
1894-1913:
1913-:		

654 Broadway
743-745 Broadway
153-157 Fifth Avenue
597 Fifth Avenue

The following GMD titles were published:
Jan. 1872
		
		

Wilfrid Cumbermede: an autobiographical story
(14 full-page illustrations)
(viii, 498p) ($1.75/ $1.25) [H/IA]

Apr. 1872
		

Within and Without: A Dramatic Poem
(219p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

May 1872
		

A Hidden Life and Other Poems
(vii, 285p) ($1.50) [H/IA]

Dec. 1876
		
		

Dramatic and Miscellaneous Poems
(219; vii, 285p) ($1.50) [H/IA]
(This is a combined edition of the previous two titles.)

In 1877, an advert for Scribner, Welford and Armstrong lists three
imported books from the Hurst and Blackett Standard Library, but with
different numbers to the UK Edition:
		Alec Forbes of Howglen (Standard Library 4)
		David Elginbrod (Standard Library 5)
		Robert Falconer (Standard Library 6)
		In 1882, Sir Gibbie was added, but no number is mentioned.
Oct. 1900
The History of Gutta Percha Willie, the Working Genius
		(75¢) [-]
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Warren and Wyman (New York)
A small religious publisher from around 1867, they published one small
GMD booklet. In Dec. 1875 he sold his stock to Thomas Y. Crowell.
Feb. 1874
		

“Cure for Thought Taking”
(46p) (50¢) [-]
Some library catalogues have the subtitle: “From ‘Annals of
a quiet neighborhood’ and ‘Seabord (sic) parish’”

Thomas Whittaker (New York)
Almost nothing is known of this publisher, who is not listed in DLB.
1880-81
Gutta-Percha Willie: or, The Working Genius
		($1.25) [-]
In 1881, it was included in “Whittaker’s Cheap Library
No. 2: Forty Select Books for the Children of the Church”
($18.50)
In 1881, it was also included in the “Janet Library” (5 vols
for $5.75)
John C. Winston Co. (Philadelphia)
The company was founded by John Clark Winston in 1884. He purchased the
stock of Henry T. Coates in 1904 and continued to publish the one GMD title
previously published by Coates:
1905		
		

David Elginbrod (The New “International” Library 70)
(426p) (75¢) [-]

R. Worthington (New York)
Almost nothing is known of this publisher, who is not listed in DLB.
1882		
Wilfrid Cumbermede (imported)
		($1.00) [-]
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Check List of Publishers for each Title
Adela Cathcart: (1871) Loring; (1882) Munro; Lothrop; Routledge; (1903)
McKay
Alec Forbes of Howglen: (1866) Carleton; (1867) Harper; (1880) Munro;
(1882) Lothrop; Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
Annals of a Quiet Neighbourhood: (1866) Harper; (1867) Routledge; (by
1873) Randolph; (1873) Lothrop; (1879) Munro; (1895) Harper; (by 1911)
McKay
At the Back of the North Wind: (1870) Routledge; (c1882) Lippincott;
(1896-97) Burt; (c1905) Dutton; (1907) McKay; (1909) Lippincott; (1911)
Caldwell; (1914) Lippincott; (1919) McKay; (1924) Macmillan; (1926)
McKay; (1927) Saarfield
Beautiful Thoughts: (1894) Pott
A Book of Strife in the Form of The Diary of An Old Soul: (1885)
Longmans
A Cabinet of Gems: (1891) McClurg
Castle Warlock: A Homely Romance: (1882) Munro
Cheerful Words: (1880) Lothrop
“Cure for Thought-Taking”: (1874) Warren; (1877) Crowell
David Elginbrod: (1869) Loring; (1879) Munro; (1882) Lothrop; (1882)
Routledge; (c1895?) Estes and Lauriat; (1896-98) Lovell; (1897) Fenno;
(c1897) Coates; (1902) Burt; (1905) Winston; (by 1911) McKay
Dealings with the Fairies: (1867) Roberts; (1867, 1871) Routledge; (1903)
McKay
The Disciple and Other Poems: (by 1871) Routledge
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Donal Grant: (1883) Harper; (1883) Lothrop; (1883) Routledge; (1884)
Munro; (1884) DeWolfe, Fiske; (1888) Lovell; (1893-94) Burt; (1898)
American News Company; (by 1911) McKay
A Double Story: (1875) Dodd, Mead; (1876, 1879) Lothrop; (1899) Cook
Dramatic and Miscellaneous Poems: (1876) Scribner
The Elect Lady: (1888) Appleton; (1888) Munro; (1888) Lovell
England’s Antiphon: (1869) Lippincott
“The Fairy Fleet”: (1906) McLoughlin
Far Above Rubies: (1899) Dodd, Mead; (1913) Barse and Hopkins
The Flight of the Shadow: (1891) Appleton; (1891) Routledge; (by 1911)
McKay
For the Right: (1888) Harper
The Gifts of the Child Christ: (1882) Munro
God’s Words to His Children: (1887) Funk and Wagnalls
“The Golden Key”: (1890) Lothrop; (1906) Crowell
“The Groans of the Inarticulate”: (c1890s) Illinois Anti-Vivisectionist
Society
Guild Court: A London Story: (1868) Harper; (1881) Munro; (1882)
Lothrop; (1882) Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
Gutta-Percha Willie, The Working Genius: (1873) Routledge; (1873) Hoyt;
(1880-81) Whittaker; (c1887) Bradley; (1900) Scribner; (1903) Union Press
Heather and Snow: (1893) Harper
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A Hidden Life and Other Poems: (1864) Longmans; (1872) Scribner
Home Again: (1888) Appleton; (1888) Munro; (1888) Alden Publishing
Company; (1891) Routledge; (1898) American News Company; (by 1911)
McKay
The Hope of the Gospel: (1892) Appleton
The Imagination and other essays: (1883) Lothrop
Letters from Hell: (1885) Funk and Wagnalls
“The Light Princess”: (1884) Belford; (1905) Doubleday; (1908) Crowell;
(1926) Macmillan
The Light Princess and other fairy tales: (1893) Putnam; (1905) Burt
Lilith, a Romance: (1895) Dodd, Mead; (1925) Dutton
Malcolm: (1874) Lippincott; (1880) Munro; (1882) Lothrop; (1882)
Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
The Marquis of Lossie: (1877) Fergus; (1877) Lippincott; (1881) Munro;
(1882) Lothrop; (1882) Routledge; (1896-98) Burt; (by 1911) McKay
Mary Marston: (1881) Appleton; (1881) Munro; (1882) Lothrop; (1882)
Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
The Miracles of Our Lord: (1870) Randolph; (1870) Routledge; (1871)
Lippincott; (1886) Longmans
“Opinions”: (1881) Ellis
Paul Faber, Surgeon: (1878) Lippincott; (1879) Munro; (1882) Lothrop;
(1882) Routledge; (1886) Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
Phantastes: (1871) Loring; (1882) Lothrop; (1882) Routledge; (1884)
Munro; (by 1911) McKay; (1915) Dutton
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Poems: (1857) Longmans
Poems (ed VDS and CF): (1888) Dutton
The Portent: (1871) Loring; (1875) Donnelly, Loyd; (1882) Lothrop; (1882)
Routledge; (1884) Munro; (1898) American News Company; (by 1911)
McKay
The Princess and Curdie: (1882) Lippincott; (1883) Munro; (1889) Lothrop;
(1900) Burt; (1908) Lippincott; (1912) Caldwell; (1914) Lippincott; (1926)
McKay; (1927) Saalfield; (1927) Macmillan
The Princess and the Goblin: (1871) Lippincott; (1871) Routledge;
(1889) Lothrop; (c1895) Burt; (1907) Lippincott; (1911) Caldwell; (1913)
Lippincott; (1920) McKay; (1926) Macmillan; (1927) Saalfield; (1928)
Doubleday, Doran
“Princess Rosamond”: (1879) Lothrop
Rampolli: (1897) Longmans
Ranald Bannerman’s Boyhood: (1870) Lippincott; (1870) Routledge; (1889)
Lothrop; (1911) Caldwell
“Rest”: (1886) Lothrop
Robert Falconer: (1870) Loring; (1881) Munro; (1882) Lovell; (1882)
Lothrop; (1882) Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
A Rough Shaking: a Tale: (1890) Routledge; (1891) Lothrop; (1903)
McKay; (1904) Burt
Salted with Fire: (1897) Dodd, Mead
The Seaboard Parish: (1868) Routledge; (1873) Lothrop; (by 1876)
Randolph; (1879) Munro; (1903) McKay
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“Selections From the Writings of George MacDonald”: (1885) Knox;
(1889) Purdy
Sir Gibbie: (1879) Lippincott; (1879) Munro; (1882) Lothrop; (1882)
Routledge; (c1886) Lothrop; (c1886) Routledge; (1894-96) Burt; (by 1911)
McKay; (1914) Dutton
St. George and St. Michael: (1875) Ford; (1875) Donnelly, Loyd; (1877)
Loring; (1880) Munro; (1882) Lothrop; (1882) Routledge; (1903) McKay
Stephen Archer: (1884) Routledge; (1887) Lothrop; (1903) McKay
There and Back: (1891) Lothrop; (c1891) Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
Thomas Wingfold, Curate: (1876) Routledge; (1879) Munro; (1881)
Lothrop; (by 1911) McKay
The Tragedie of Hamlet: (1885) Longmans
Unspoken Sermons: First Series: (1867) Routledge; (1887) Longmans
Unspoken Sermons: Second Series: (1885, 1886) Longmans
Unspoken Sermons: Third Series: (1889) Longmans
The Vicar’s Daughter: (1872) Roberts; (1879) Munro; (1882) Lothrop;
(1882) Routledge; (1895?) Routledge; (1899) Little, Brown; (by 1911)
McKay
Warlock o’GlenWarlock: (1881) Harper; (1881) Lothrop; (1882) Routledge;
(by 1911) McKay
Weighed and Wanting: (1882) Lothrop; (1882) Harper; (1883) Munro;
(1883) Routledge; (by 1911) McKay
What’s Mine’s Mine: (1885) Munro; (1886) Harper; (1886) Lothrop; (1886)
Routledge; (1888) Lovell; (1893-94) Burt; (c1903) Crowell; (by 1911)
McKay
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Wilfrid Cumbermede: (1872) Scribner; (1872) Lippincott; (1881)
Belford, Clarke; (1882) Lothrop; (1882) Routledge; (1882) Lovell; (1882)
Worthington; (by 1911) McKay
Within and Without: A Dramatic Poem: (1855, 1857) Longmans; (1872)
Scribner
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